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Executive summary

We report on the successful completion of the DOE OFES Theory Milestone for FY2007: Im-
prove the simulation resolution of linear stability properties of Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes driven
by energetic particles and neutral beams in ITER by increasing the numbers of toroidal modes used
to 15.

In the course of the milestone, equilibria representing the evolution of thirteen distinct plasma
conditions were developed and analysed for the TAE stability. The Tokamak Startup Code, (TSC),
and the plasma transport simulation code, TRANSP, were used to develop three fiducial equilibria
for the three main ITER scenarios: the elmy H-mode, hybrid and advanced (AT or reversed shear)
plasma regimes. The simulations addressed the evolution from start-up to steady-state, for a period
of thousand seconds. TSC was used to simulate the startup and control of the plasma boundary,
and TRANSP was used to obtain accurate particle distribution functions for the slowing down
negative neutral beam injected, (NNBI), ions as well as the thermonuclear alpha-particles. In
addition to the three fiducial ITER scenarios, ten additional plasmas, with varying NNBI injection
angle and current drive schemes, were developed for the elmy H-mode, hybrid and AT scenarios.
This enables an evaluation of the potential of controlling the excitation of fast ion driven TAE
(Toroidicity - induced Alfvén Eigenmode) instabilities by varying the injection angle.

The stability of Alfvén Eigenmodes with frequencies up to TAE and EAE gaps was simulated
numerically with n ranging from 1 to 20. Hybrid MHD/kinetic code NOVA-K was applied. In H-
mode and hybrid plasmas the NBI injection angle was varied in order to investigate the possibility
of TAE stability control. In both scenarios we found the expected medium to high-n range of TAEs
unstable when the NBI was aimed slightly off axis, 10 − 20cm vertically away from the midplane.
On-axis heating was marginally unstable due to strong central ion Landau damping.

Three ITER AT plasmas were modeled with different values of the shear reversal, which was
changing from being close to the hybrid to a well reversed. We have found that the plasma in the
most reversed shear configuration is the most unstable. This is due to much wider TAE gap in the
strongly reversed case and generally localized solutions near the point of qmin, which is close to the
maximum gradients of alpha and beam ion pressures.

Overall hybrid and AT plasmas are the most unstable with the damping rates for the unstable
modes approaching 3− 5%. H-mode plasma shows the least unstable case. Complete stabilization
of TAEs seems to be possible in both normal shear and hybrid plasmas by aiming NNBI exactly at
the plasma center or far away 50cm above/below the axis. In all studied cases NBI ions strongly
contributed to the instability and are suggested to be used for the TAE stability control in ITER.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a thermonuclear deuterium-tritium (D-T) tokamak plasma the 3.5MeV alpha particles must
be trapped by the magnetic field so that their energy can be transferred, primarily through electron
drag, to the background plasma. One purpose of burning plasma (BP) experiments is to demon-
strate that this method of self-heating will be the dominant method of heating of a plasma that is
producing fusion energy. However, when the alpha particle partial pressure is significant, a physics
issue arises as to whether this pressure is capable of inducing collective behavior that may cause
the premature loss of alpha particles. Should this be the case, two major problems may arise: (i)
it may become difficult to sustain the plasma parameters close to those required for ignition and
(ii) the flux of energetic alpha particles (∼ 3.5MeV ) to the first wall of the experiment can cause
severe wall damage.

Indeed it has been demonstrated in present day (PD) experiments that the collective effects
induced from energetic particles can result in premature energetic particle loss. However, it is
difficult to extrapolate the results of PD experiments to BP experiments, for the following reasons.
The fast particle distribution functions are often quite different. In PD experiments the ener-
getic particle distribution are anisotropic whereas in a BP experiment the distribution function
of fusion alpha particles would be isotropic. In addition, in a BP experiment the machine size
to orbit width will be significantly larger, and the spectrum (and number) of unstable modes is
likely to be broader in a BP compared with PD experiments. Thus even with continued study in
PD experiments, extrapolation to reliable predictions for BP experiments may remain uncertain.
However, theoretical modeling and simulation can provide predictions of the likely effects of the
driven modes.

It is generally believed that the Toroidal Alfvèn Eigenmodes (TAE’s) [1–3] destabilized by fast
ions, are the plasma waves most likely to cause significant difficulties for the containment of ener-
getic alpha particles in fusion energy generating tokamak experiments. It has been experimentally
established that in the presence of a strong enough energetic particle energy density, these modes
will induce large losses of fast particles. It is also known that there exists a variety of conditions
where these modes are stable or when unstable, do not induce anomalous loss.

This report describes the milestone work to extend the preliminary study [4] to hybrid and AT
plasmas. We have performed a systematic study of various plasma scenarios, planned for ITER,
in order to determine whether linear instability to the TAE’s is expected under specific burning
plasma conditions. Specifically, we will study TAE stability for the three proposed scenarios; elmy
H-mode, hybrid and advanced tokamak conditions. TAEs with the toroidal mode numbers up to
high 15 will be investigated. With the use of analytic theory, some extrapolation is possible to
other temperature regimes of operation.

The range of toroidal mode numbers of interest is determined by applying simple analytical
theory and estimating the mode number dependence of the damping and driving rates [5]. It
should be noted that radiation damping becomes a significant damping mechanism when finite
Larmor radius (FLR) effects increase for core ions as well as electrons, and becomes a strongly
stabilizing effect at k⊥ρi ∼

√

r/R. Here k⊥ is the characteristic radial wavenumber of a TAE mode
and ρi is the bulk ion Larmor radius calculated for ions with thermal velocity vT =

√

2T/m. This
damping mechanism may then compete with the alpha particle drive at moderately high toroidal
mode numbers n. The fast particle drive reaches a maximum for n-numbers near

nq2ρh/r ' 1, (1)

where ρh is the fast ion Larmor radius, and then beyond this value decreases with increasing n.
Depending on detailed parameters, radiation damping may be a significant damping mechanism
near the peak of the alpha particle drive.
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The stability analysis will be done with the hybrid kinetic/MHD code NOVA-K. The input
from TRANSP code provides NOVA with the plasma and fast ion profiles. Using the unperturbed
TAE structure calculated by the ideal MHD code, NOVA, perturbative theory in a quadratic form
is applied in evaluating Alfvén mode stability. Several important kinetic damping mechanisms
have been incorporated into NOVA-K over the years: trapped electron collisional damping [6], ion
and electron Landau damping [3], radiative [7] and continuum [8] damping. The fast ion drive is
calculated with the orbit and Larmor radius effects included [9].

Application of this stability analysis to ITER has shown that one can expect the most unstable
mode number to be around n = 10 (for both fusion alphas and beam ions) and thus it is important
to be able to extend the analysis beyond this number in a systematic way. This is a challenging
computational problem as the number of possible eigenmodes increases with n number. At higher
n, n > 10, the number of grid points has to be increased in both the radial and poloidal directions
to resolve the high-m, where m = nq, poloidal harmonic structure at the edge. Typical grid sizes
range up to 400 radial points and 512 poloidal points for n > 10.

Note, that from Eq.(1), the most unstable toroidal mode number depends on the safety factor
value, at the point of the strongest pressure gradient, which is typically close to half of the minor
radius. This means that the most unstable n numbers in elmy H-mode and in hybrid scenario
(see relevant parameters in the next section) are expected to be similar, whereas in the advanced
scenario with qmin ∼ 2 the most unstable mode number is expected to be lower. This important
property of the TAE stability in ITER is confirmed, numerically in present report.

II. DEVELOPING FIDUCIAL NUMERICAL EQUILIBRIA FOR ITER

In this part of the report we concentrate on the numerical simulations of three nominal ITER
plasma scenarios: elmy-H mode [10], hybrid and advanced tokamak plasma (AT, reversed magnetic
shear) [11]. Even though the elmy H-mode regime was proposed first for the ITER-FEAT project,
more recently the Hybrid plasma regime has attracted greater attention. It is likely that the hybrid
and advanced plasmas will be the main regimes for ITER as they hold the promise of steady state
plasma operations, which is essential for the next step, a power plant reactor [11]. This plasma
regime was observed in Tokamak experiments [12–14] and has enhanced core confinement compared
with the standard H-mode scaling. It offers the potential to operate ITER with high fusion yield at
higher βn and reduced requirements for inductive current drive. Several papers have documented
encouraging predictions of Hybrid plasma performance in ITER based on various predictive models
such as the GLF23 [15] and Weiland [16] models.

A. Methods and Modeling Techniques

The TRANSP/TSC combination is used to model ELMY H-mode and advanced plasmas for
ITER. The Tokamak Startup Code, (TSC), [17] is used to simulate the startup and control of
the plasma boundary adjusting the shaping and control coils. Several heating and current drive
models can be used along with several prediction models (such as GLF23) to derive the evolution
of the plasma temperature profiles. The output; time-dependent boundary and plasma profiles, is
input to TRANSP for more detailed analysis. Since, TRANSP [18] has more comprehensive and
self-consistent methods for computing the equilibrium, heating, and current drive. The TRANSP
results for heating, current drive, if needed, and rotation profiles can be put back into TSC for
further iterations to converge on a more accurate model.

TRANSP uses the NUBEAM Monte Carlo package [19] to model alpha heating and neutral
beam heating, torque, and current drive. The RF heating and current drive are modeled using
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SPRUCE [20] and TORIC [21], full-wave, reduced order codes for minority ICRH.
In addition to the standard H-mode case two classes of advanced plasmas are considered: the

Hybrid scenario with reduced inductive current and qMHD profile maintained close to, or above
unity, and the Steady State AT scenario (see section II B 3) with near zero inductive current. De-
tails of the classes of fiducial ITER plasmas used in this study are summarized in Table I. The
H-mode plasma regime is considered to be conservative for achieving QDT ≡ PDT /Paux = 10.
The Hybrid regime is considered to be a path to similar QDT but requiring less inductive current,
and the Steady State regime aims at longer pulse durations with close to zero inductive current
drive. The equilibrium profiles have been submitted to the International Tokamak Physics Activity
(ITPA) profile database maintained by the Core Modeling and Database Working Group and the
Transport Working Group. The intended uses of the submissions are for code benchmarking and
for inputs for down stream analysis. In normal shear H-mode plasma the evolution of the qMHD

profile is calculated in TRANSP. To model effects of sawteeth, sawteeth crash times are assumed,
and the TRANSP sawtooth model is used to helically-mix the plasma current and fast ion profiles
at the crash time if qMHD(0) < 1.0. Otherwise, poloidal field diffusion is calculated assuming
neo-classical resistivity and bootstrap current, and driven currents in the case of NBI. The saw-
teeth simulations resulting from this analysis generally agree well with experimental observations
in plasmas, such as L-mode, H-mode, and supershots with monotonic or mildly reversed qMHD

profiles. The profile for ITER-FEAT would be affected by 1 MeV NNBI. If the sawtooth model is
not invoked, the central values for qMHD are predicted to evolve in time to ≈ 0.7.

One of the uncertainties of the viability of Hybrid plasmas in ITER is whether suitable q profiles
can be created and maintained. The q profiles in present Hybrid plasmas have minimum values close
to, but often above, unity. Either no or small sawteeth are observed. Often benign Neoclassical
Tearing Mode (NTM) activity is observed. There is a speculation that NTM or dynamo effects
create special q profiles required for Hybrid plasmas. This raises concern that the required q profiles
might not be accessible in ITER unless special current drive such as Electron Cyclotron (ECCD)
or Lower Hybrid (LHCD) is used to control q. An alternative is to use off-axis beam-driven current
(NBCD).

It was pointed out recently [22] that NBCD resulting from below-midplane NNBI aiming can
maintain q above unity. The ability to alter the aiming in ITER from shot to shot is being planned.
The TSC and TRANSP codes are used for time-dependent integrated predictive modeling of ITER
plasmas within the region extending from the core out to the top of the edge pedestal. The modeled
plasmas have reduced plasma current and high βn relative to the baseline H-mode plasmas [10]
(Ip=12 vs 15 MA and βn near 3 vs 1.8). The reduced Ip and increased βn imply reduced Ohmic
current and the increased bootstrap current. These allow the NBCD to have a significant effect on
the central q-profile. Below-axis aiming into hybrid plasmas is predicted to sustain q above unity
for long (> 800s) durations. The indication that NBCD can maintain q above unity might obviate
the need for alternatives such as ECCD or LHCD and benign NTM’s to affect the q profile.

We also studied the effects of variation of the NNBI aiming into standard H-mode plasmas in
ITER (with Ip = 15MA and βnorm=1.8, see section ??) and found that there is little effect on the
central q (as shown) unless the sawtooth period is long (much greater than 10s).

Ip Iboot Innbi IOh/Ip ne(0) fGW Te Pdt βα(0)

units (MA) (MA) (MA)
(

1020/m3
)

(keV) (MW) (%)

ELMy 15 2.7 1.1 0.70 1.1 0.80 22 403 0.6

Hybrid 12 2.8 4.5 0.32 0.6 0.47 33 305 1.3

AT 9 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.6 0.63 33 305 1.3

Table I: Typical plasma parameters for three ITER scenario.
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The auxiliary heating power for the H-mode and Hybrid plasmas are assumed to be 16.5 or
33MW of D-NNBI (with one or two beam lines), and up to 20MW of ICRH at 53 MHz (tuned
to the He3 minority resonance near the plasma center). The ITER design for the NNBI sources
allows for a rotation in the vertical plane allowing the footprint of the beam in the plasma to vary
by approximately 50 cm vertically from shot to shot. Injection of NNBI is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic of NNBI in ITER. a) top view, b) side view.

The following subsections present the main plasma profiles relevant to the TAE stability study
we performed, including the effect of off-axis NBCD and variations of the safety factor profile.

B. Plasma profiles for the three scenarios

1. Standard, elmy H-mode plasmas

The following table gives a list of TRANSP run numbers and a number of their representative
profiles shown in the figures hereafter.

TRANSP id # in figure legend Y(cm)

20000T03 1 -50

20100T02 2 -38

20000T02 3 -10

20100T03 4 -20

20000T01 5 0

Table II: A list of TRANSP runs along with the number of the profile shown in the next figures. Vertical
displacement of the beam line at its nearest point to its tangential radius.

In elmy H-mode plasma there is little effect on the central q from the variation of the injection
angle unless the sawtooth period is long (much greater than 10s) as can be seen from figure 2(right).
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Figure 2: Total plasma beta (left) and safety factor profile (right) for elmy H-mode ITER plasmas.

Figure 3: Fusion alphas and NNBI confined ion betas.
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The distribution function is simulated in TRANSP using the Monte-Carlo model for each equi-
librium (see example in figure 6 for elmy plasma) and is to be fitted to a special parametric
dependence, section III, developed for NOVA code [5]. Its velocity space dependence is not much
sensitive to the injection geometry.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the ITER NNBI beam ions in energy and pitch angle at x = 0.35, averaged over
poloidal angle, computed by the TRANSP Monte Carlo model. The neutrals are injected at 1MeV with
v‖/v ' 1, and the beam ions become more isotropic as they slow down.

2. Hybrid scenario plasma

Following is the table of TRANSP identification run numbers and a number of their represen-
tative profiles shown in the figures hereafter.

TRANSP id # in figure legend Y(cm)

40500T04 1 20

40500T03 2 10

40500A06 3 -20

40500T02 4 -40

40500A04 5 3

Table III: A list of TRANSP runs along with the value of NNBI vertical displacement, Y, of its injection
line at its nearest point to its tangential radius.
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Figure 7: Total plasma beta (left) and safety factor profile (right) for Hybrid scenario ITER plasmas.

Figure 8: Fusion alphas and NNBI confined ion betas for Hybrid scenario ITER plasmas.
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3. Advanced tokamak (reversed shear) plasma scenario

Since the sensitivity of the TAE stability to NNBI inclination angle will be explored in elmy
H-mode and hybrid plasmas, it seemed interesting to investigate how different q-profiles effect the
AE stability. Variations in q-profiles are achieved in AT ITER plasmas via timing of application
of ICRH, changing energy of NNBI and Ohmic current. These runs are based on TSC runs with
ad hoc transport since no adequate GLF23 temperature simulation has been found. In addition
slightly peaked electron density profiles assumed. Also we explored the possibility of having high
beta normal according to the table.

TRANSP id # in figure legend Y (cm) βN Ip (MA) Eb (MeV ) ne/nGreenfield Fusion Power (MW)

60000T02 1 -40 3.3 8-9.5 1 0.82 493

60000T04 2 -20 3.3 8-9.5 0.8 0.97 400

40000B11 3 -20 2.3 12 1 0.47 315

Table IV: A list of TRANSP runs along with the value of NNBI vertical displacement, Y, of its injection
line at its nearest point to its tangential radius for AT plasma.

Radial plasma profiles are given in Figures 11 and 12. One can see that stronger reversed
shear is achieved by having off-axis beam ion pressure profiles (and current drive) as in the case of
TRANSP run 40000B11 (plasma #3).
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Figure 11: Total plasma beta (left) and safety factor profile (right) for reversed shear ITER plasmas.

Figure 12: Fusion alphas, βα, and NNBI confined ion, βb, betas.

III. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION MODEL

Previous studies [4, 5] have shown that neutral beam ions contribute as strongly as fusion alpha
particles to the TAE growth rate. Hence, the model for the beam ion distribution function is
of critical importance. We outline and emphasize the distribution function model in this section,
specifically we compare it with the results of the improved TRANSP statistics Monte-Carlo package.

If the injected distribution function is narrow in pitch angles, which is the case with NBI
in ITER, the model to describe the distribution function of beam ions, fb, and used in NOVA
calculations [4] can be applied. It was proposed that fb can be expanded in terms of the Legendre
polynomials Pl (χ), which are the eigenfunctions of the Lorentz collisional scattering operator in
the kinetic equation for fb: fb =

∑

l al (τ) Pl (χ), τ = − (1/3) ln
[(

1 + v3
∗/v

3
b0

)

/
(

1 + v3
∗/v

3
)]

, vb0 is
the injection velocity (at τ = 0), v∗ is the critical velocity at which the ion collisional drag becomes
comparable with the drag on electrons. The solution at a given variable τ can be easily obtained

φ (χ) =
∑

l

al0e
−l(l+1)τPl (χ) , (2)
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where al0 = (l + 1/2)
∫ +1
−1 PlS (χ − χ0) dχ. Practically l ≥ 26 are required for good accuracy for the

source term in the form S = e−(χ−χ0)
2/δχ2

/δχ
√

π, χ0 = 0.7 and δχ = 0.12. Pitch angle distribution,
accounting for the trapping region is obtained by substituting solution of Eq.(2) into the form

fχ =











φ(χ) − 1
2φ(2χs+ − χ), counter-going ions, χ < −χs

1
2φ(−χ) + 1

2φ(χ), trapped ions − χs < χ < χs
1
2φ(2χs+ + χ), co-going ions χs < χ

. (3)

This accounts for proper boundary conditions at the trapped-passing region separatrix and utilizes
the image method for the image beam ion sources in order to include particle reflection from
pitch angle boundaries [4]. Since this technique is not exact the resulting distribution may have
discontinuities if its pitch angle width is large (or τ ≥ 1/2). We proposed a method which results
in a good approximation to the exact solution. First, we account for the discontinuity by making
the distribution continuous and renormalize it to conserve particles, which we denote f ′

χ. Second,
we force it to become isotropic, fχ = 1/2, at τ → ∞. Applying this procedure, the pitch angle
part of the distribution function is given by

fχ =
4τ3 + f ′

χ

8τ3 + 1
, (4)

where parameters are adjusted for better agreement with the exact solution, which we find by
performing Monte-Carlo simulations. We should note however that adjustable parameters do not
depend on the plasma parameters. The comparison with numerical simulations is shown in Fig. 13.
It is notable that in both cases with low and high statistics model distribution reproduces functional
pitch angle dependences of the numerical TRANSP simulated distribution. The advantage of
using the model distribution is that it allows to take appropriate derivatives, which are apparently
smooth.
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Figure 13: Results of applying the model of the beam ion pitch angle distribution function as given by
Eq.(3) (theory curve) and its comparison with the TRANSP simulations (TRANSP curve) for low statistics
run, N = 103 particles (left figure, distribution function is averaged over r/a = 0.3 − 0.7 range in minor
radius) and high statistics run, N = 105 particles. In this case we used the low aspect ratio approximation
for parameters δχ = 0.12 and r/R = 1/6.

IV. LOW- TO HIGH-N TAE STABILITY IN NORMAL SHEAR ITER PLASMA

A. Ideal MHD continuum

As an example we compute and present MHD continuum for ITER plasma with slightly off-axis
NBI heating, which is the most unstable studied case #20000T02 (figure 14). Another example
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is for the less unstable plasma with stronger off axis beam injection #20100T03 (figure 15) with
NBI aiming 20cm below the magnetic axis. These plasmas have sawteeth, which is reflected in
the low shear region inside the r/a = 0.5 surface. The plasma current was ramped up relatively
fast in these plasma configurations, Fig.(5). This resulted in a low shear central region, whereas in
previous studies [4] the low-shear region was located near r/a = 0.5 giving rise to TAEs localized in
that region, and determining the stability properties. As one can see from Figs. 14 and 15 localized
TAE modes are present in the low shear region. Other global modes, which couple low shear and
the plasma edge regions were also found but are subject to stronger damping mechanisms, such
as continuum and radiative damping, which are large at high safety-factor shear, typical of the
plasma edge.
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Figure 14: Ideal MHD continuum for ITER normal shear H-mode plasma run #20000T02 (left figure) and
the most unstable core localized TAE poloidal harmonic radial structure for this case with NBI aiming
10cm below the magnetic axis. The radial extent of this mode is shown in the left figure as a dashed line
corresponding to the normalized TAE eigenfrequency.

B. Stability

The list of analyzed plasmas in this case is given in the table II. We present stability simulation
results with α-particles only and with alphas and beams contributing to the drive in Figs. 16, 17,
and 18. Negative (positive) growth rates indicate that the modes are stable (unstable).
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Figure 15: Ideal MHD continuum for ITER normal shear H-mode plasma run #20100T03 (left figure) and
the unstable low shear localized TAE poloidal harmonic radial structure for this case with NBI aiming
20cm below the magnetic axis. The radial extent of this mode is shown in the left figure as a dashed line
corresponding to the normalized TAE eigenfrequency.

Figure 16: Toroidal mode number dependence of the AEs growth rates for the instabilities driven by alpha
particles only (∗ points), and driven by both NBI ions and alpha particles (4 points). Results are for on-axis
Y = 0 NBI, ITER TRANSP run #20000T01 (left figure) and for the run #20000T02 with Y = −10cm
(right figure).
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Figure 17: The same as in figure 16 but for Y = −20, #20100T03 run (left figure) and for the run #20100T02
with Y = −38cm (right figure).

Figure 18: The same as in figure 16 but for Y = −50, #20000T03 run.

Summarizing the TAE stability for the normal shear H-mode plasma we plot total TAE growth
rates vs. vertical deviation of the NBI aiming point from the magnetic axis, Fig, 19. On-axis beam
injection seems to be stable, whereas aiming 10cm below the axis represents the most unstable
case with the growth rates reaching 2.5% due to centrally peaked α-particle pressure profile. This
is a result of the geometric optics of the NBI. Aiming below the midplane at lower values of Y
shows stabilizing effects, as the beam is injected at regions with higher shear. The unstable TAEs
are localized to the region of low shear within r/a < 0.5 in all cases of normal shear plasmas
investigated.

It seems likely that such localized TAEs will not result in any significant effects on fast ion
confinement, but may transport them radially toward the edge where TAE avalanches could be
formed.
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Figure 19: Most unstable TAE growth rates vs. vertical deviation of the beam injection from the magnetic
axis.

V. TAE STABILITY IN HYBRID SHEAR DISCHARGES

Five plasmas of the list reported in section II, Table III, are analyzed in this section. This time
we set up the injection geometry in such a way that the beam is aiming above the magnetic axis,
which is different to the normal shear plasma, where injection was below or into the midplane.

Hybrid plasma differs from the monotonic q-profile, elmy H-mode plasma in a way that the
q-profile has more complex structure. As one can see from Fig. 7(right) of the section II, the
current drive (mostly from NBI) introduces local reversed shear near the plasma center. This is
very important equilibrium property for the stability study as the region of low shear is a potential
location of such narrow modes as low shear TAEs and RSAEs.

A. Ideal MHD continuum and TAE structure

In Figure 20 we show the MHD continuum for ITER plasma with off-axis NBI aiming at 10cm
above the midplane, which is used to see the sensitivity of the TAE stability to the inclination
angle. Two most unstable modes in this case are also shown in that figure. Both are close to the
low shear region and are unstable. Such a case, when several modes closely located can potentially
lead to resonance overlap and strong radial transport of fast ions.

One problem we had to addressed when we model the hybrid plasma is the non-monotonic
radial dependence of beam ion and fusion alpha beta profiles. The profiles are given in Figs.8.
The fluctuations in the radial profiles of fast ions seem to result from the Monte-Carlo noise of
the TRANSP code. In order to cope with this we apply the smoothing procedure. Fitted profiles
for fast ions used in NOVA simulations are shown in Figure 21. This way we avoid overestimation
of localized TAE solutions, when their amplitude is peaked at the local strong fast ion pressure
gradient region.

The beam ion distribution function model is described in section III, Eqs.(2,3,4). It turns
out that the key parameters for the distribution function are not sensitive to the plasma scenario
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Figure 20: Ideal MHD n = 7 continuum for ITER hybrid plasma run #40500t03 (left figure) and two most
unstable low shear localized TAE poloidal harmonic radial structures for the case with NBI aiming 10cm
above the magnetic axis. Center figure represents the radial structure of TAE with Ω2/Ω2

A = 2.41 and right
figure corresponds to TAE with Ω2/Ω2

A = 3.09, where NOVA uses normalization ΩA = vA0/qaR. The radial
extent of these modes is shown in the left figure as dashed lines. Vertical position of these lines corresponds
to the normalized eigenfrequency.

Figure 21: Example of the TRANSP produced NBI (left) and fusion alphas (right) beta profiles (in %) for
ITER hybrid plasma run 40500T04. Shown as solid lines are the profiles from TRANSP code. Shown as
dashed lines are the fitted profiles, used in NOVA simulations.

because of large size of the plasma and relatively weak change in the inclination angle of NBI. The
same parameters for the beam ion distribution function are used in this section simulations.

B. TAE stability in hybrid plasmas

We present stability simulation results with α-particles only and with alphas and beams con-
tributing to the drive in Figs. 22, 23, and 24 for five hybrid plasmas. Negative (positive) growth
rates indicate that the modes are stable (unstable). In general hybrid plasmas are more unstable
due to higher fusion alpha pressure. This is in tern due to larger plasma temperature, which is
about Ti0 = 29keV , whereas it is Ti0 ' 20keV in H-mode plasmas. So more fusion alphas beta
grows faster then the damping rate from thermal ions (Landau damping).

For the hybrid plasma we plot the maximum growth rate of TAEs vs. vertical deviation of the
NBI aiming point from the magnetic axis, Fig. 25. In consistency with previous studies the on-axis
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Figure 22: Toroidal mode number dependence of the AEs growth rates for the instabilities driven by alpha
particles only (∗ points), and driven by both NBI ions and alpha particles (4 points). Results are for
NBI aiming Y = 20cm above plasma axis, ITER TRANSP run #40500T04 (left figure) and for the run
#40500T03 with Y = 10cm (right figure).

Figure 23: The same as in figure 22 but for Y = −20cm, #40500A06 run (left figure) and for the run
#40500T02 with Y = −40cm (right figure).

beam injection seems to be most stable. Aiming 10cm above produces instability and aiming 20cm
above the axis produces TAE stable plasma. Aiming 20cm and 40cm below the axis again makes
the plasma unstable. The unstable TAEs are localized to the region of low shear within r/a < 0.5
in most of the cases of hybrid plasmas investigated. However weakly unstable global TAEs outside
r/a = 0.5 are also present. This means that in hybrid plasmas fast ion transport can be more
significant as the center of the plasma and the plasma edge are coupled via global TAEs. More
studies have to be done for the nonlinear TAE problem and associated global radial transport of
fast ions. NOVA is important tool in this as it can predict which n’s are most unstable.

Another important result which is relevant for the TAE stability problem is that we identified
the most important damping mechanisms. The most important is the ion Landau damping on
thermal ions and electrons, especially for core localized modes. For the edge localized and global
TAEs electron collisional damping dominates. At high-n numbers radiative damping limits the
unstable modes. Continuum damping is important but in the NOVA model it is not a function
of the mode number. It can be often avoided if the mode structure is localized away from the
continuum, such as in the cases shown in Figure 20. At high-n limit radiative damping becomes
also important and limits the unstable range of TAE mode numbers.
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Figure 24: The same as in figure 22 but for Y = 3cm (on-axis heating), #40500A04 run.

Figure 25: Most unstable TAE growth rates vs. vertical deviation of the beam injection from the magnetic
axis for hybrid plasma.

VI. TAE STABILITY IN THE REVERSED SHEAR DISCHARGES

In this section we scan the safety factor profiles from weakly reversed, close to the hybrid scenario
(studied in previous section) to a strongly reversed, steady state. NNBI aiming was approximately
the same and was chosen to optimize the beam current drive. The main effect on TAE stability is
coming from the q-profile variations. In particular the location and the wide radial extent of the
low shear region result in the more unstable TAEs. That is why this particular study of the TAE
stability is important for the planning of AT plasma experiments in ITER.

A. Ideal MHD continuum and TAE spectra

In Figure 26 we show the MHD continuum for ITER AT plasmas of interest. We note two
distinct features of these continua.

First, plasmas 1 and 2 have much wider BAE gap. This produces a push to the TAE frequencies,
so that the TAE gap becomes less aligned radially. This is expected to have a stabilizing effect
by introducing more continuum damping. In addition higher beta of plasmas 1 and 2 push TAE
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frequencies into the gap especially near the center. This is stabilizing effect meaning that certain
TAEs will not exist in those plasmas.

Second, comparing Figures 26 with q-profiles of Figure 11 (right) we can also conclude that the
widest TAE gap corresponds to the safety profile with the widest region of the low shear, plasma
#3, Figure 26 (3). This implies that such plasma can be prone to TAE instabilities. We confirmed
this by rigorous numerical study.
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Figure 26: Ideal MHD n = 10 continuum for ITER reversed shear plasmas numbered #1, 2, 3 in table IV.
Frequencies are normalized to ΩA = vA0/qaR.

Figures 27 summarizes our study. As we expected the least unstable case is plasma #2
(60000T04, stability shown in figure 27, center), which has the most narrow TAE gap, figure
26, center. Thus, stronger continuum damping is expected. In the opposite case of the strong re-
versed shear plasma, #3, (40000B11, stability shown in figure 27, right) TAE modes are localized
right in the strongest alpha particle and beam ion pressure gradient as can be seen in the figures
12.

Most interesting is that strongly RS plasma in addition to having a few unstable localized
solutions, such as n = 11, 12. we found many weakly unstable, but global modes, both TAEs
and EAEs (ellipticity induced Alfvén eigenmode). Example of the most unstable n = 11 TAE
and weakly unstable n = 2 EAE are shown in figure 28. Due to their global mode structure such
multiple instabilities appearing at n = 1 to n = 11 can be very dangerous for fast ion confinement
due to the expected closeness of their wave-particle resonances to each other in the phase space.
As a result even with small mode amplitudes (small drive) resonances can overlap and enhanced
transport may develop possibly causing such effects as avalanches.

We present the example of the stability calculations for the modes shown in figure 28 in Table
V. In this cases beam drive seems to dominate the instability. This is due to strong peakedness of
its pressure profile outside the plasma center.

VII. SUMMARY

In the course of the milestone we performed a systematic study of three fiducial ITER scenarios:
the elmy H-mode, hybrid and advanced (AT or reversed shear) plasma regimes. The Tokamak
Startup Code, (TSC), and the plasma transport simulation code, TRANSP, were used to model
plasmas of these scenarios. Overall ten additional plasmas, with varying NNBI injection angle and
current drive schemes, were developed for the elmy H-mode, hybrid and AT scenarios. This enables
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Figure 27: Toroidal mode number dependence of the AEs growth rates for the instabilities driven by alpha
particles only (∗ points), and driven by both NBI ions and alpha particles (4 points). Results are for
ITER reversed shear plasmas numbered #1, 2, 3 listed in table IV, shown in left, center and right figures,
respectively.
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Figure 28: Left figure represents the radial structure of the most unstable localized TAE in strongly reversed
ITER AT plasma #3. Left figure TAE has n = 11 and Ω2/Ω2

A = 2.12. Right figure corresponds to EAE
with Ω2/Ω2

A = 6.7 and n = 2, which is weakly unstable, but more global.

an evaluation of the potential of controlling the excitation of fast ion driven TAE (Toroidicity -
induced Alfvén Eigenmode) instabilities by varying the injection angle.

The stability of Alfvén Eigenmodes with frequencies up to the frequencies of the TAE and EAE
gaps was simulated numerically with n ranging from 1 to 20, which exceeds the planned value,
n=15. Hybrid MHD/kinetic code NOVA-K was applied. In normal shear safety factor plasmas
and in hybrid plasmas the NBI injection angle was varied in order to investigate the possibility of
TAE stability control. In both scenarios we found the expected medium to high-n range of TAEs
unstable when the NBI was aimed slightly off axis, 10 − 20cm vertically away from the midplane.
On-axis heating was marginally unstable due to strong central ion Landau damping.

Three ITER AT plasmas were modeled with different values of the shear reversal, which was
changing from being close to the hybrid to a well reversed. We have found that the plasma in the
most reversed shear configuration is the most unstable. This is due to much wider TAE gap in the
strongly reversed case and generally localized solutions near the point of qmin, which is close to the
maximum gradients of alpha and beam ion pressures.

Overall AT and hybrid plasmas are most unstable with the damping rates for the unstable
modes approaching 3 − 5%. For the comparison in the elmy H-mode plasma TAE growth rates
were within 1 − 3%. Most of the unstable modes in H-mode and hybrid plasmas are localized.
One remarkable and dangerous property of the TAEs in AT plasma is that there are much more
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n Ω2/Ω2

A f(kHz) γiL/ω (%) γe/ω (%) γcontinuum/ω (%) γradiative/ω (%) γα/ω (%) γNBI/ω (%) γ∑/ω (%)

11 2.12 84.5 -2.15 -0.03 -0.05 -4.49 1.93 10.1 5.3

2 6.7 149.8 -0.18 -0.1 0 0 -0.15 0.76 0.33

Table V: Growth and damping rates calculation for n = 11 TAE and n = 2 EAE in a strongly reversed shear
ITER plasma. In the table various contributions to the growth rates are presented, such as γiL ion Landau
damping, γe electron Landau and collisional damping, γcontinuum continuum damping, γradiative radiative
damping, γα alpha particle drive, γNBI beam ion drive, and total growth rate γ∑ normalized to the mode

frequency.

unstable modes (with most of them weakly unstable, but global), which can result in the multiple
mode induced transport of fast ions in ITER.
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